Lawson Inada’s poetics of relocation: Weathering, nesting, leaving the bough
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The six children of celebrities leave their nest to live independently in a village of Nepal. Their celebrity parents will review their lives in Nepal through recording and see the true colours of their children when they are out in the wild alone. Premiere: 9 Aug On Air: Every Wed 23:00 (GMT+8) 1 hr per episode. Bob Grotjohn Inada refuses to separate the internment from a broader American experience. In a poem that follows his “legends,” Inada insistently maps the internment onto the American landscape (here I think of recent efforts at turning the Manzanar camp into a national park). In “Concentration. Constellation,” he draws imaginary lines from point to point on a map of the United. States, each point being one of the ten internment camps, creating a jagged scar, massive, on the massive landscape.